Background
Differential Shannon entropy (DSE) and differential coefficient of variation (DCV) have proven to be effective complements to differential expression (DE) in the analysis of gene co-expression data [1] . Because DSE and DCV measure difference in variability, rather than mere difference in magnitude, they can often identify significant changes in gene activity not reflected in mere mean expression level.
Materials and methods
Thus, we have devised a general purpose, easy-to-use R package to calculate DSE and DCV. Dubbed Entropy Explorer, this package operates on two numeric matrices with identically labeled rows, such as case/control transcriptomic data. All functionality has been wrapped into one routine. With a single procedure call a user may select a metric, whether to display that metric, its raw and adjusted p-value, or both, whether to sort by metric or raw or adjusted p-value, and how many of the most highly ranked results to display.
